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ABSTRACT
Streamline curvature data for an 11-stage compressor was used to establish a row-by-row
body force representation of the compressor. This representation was then incorporated
into an existing computational methodology for compressor performance. The computed
results from the computational methodology are in accord with the streamline curvature
results, demonstrating the validity of the approach.
A body force formulation, previously demonstrated for its adequacy in reproducing the
performance characteristics of cascades, has been used to represent an 11-stage
compressor for incorporation into the above computational methodology. This was used
to determine the 11-stage compressor response to an inlet distortion of 1800
circumferential extent for contrasting against its performance under uniform inlet flow.
Using the computed results at the inlet to and outlet of the compressor, the computed total
pressure ratio and efficiency for the clean condition are 14.22 and 76.9% respectively.
Similarly, for the distorted case, these are 10.35 and 71.8% respectively, showing a
deterioration in efficiency of 5%. The deterioration is found to be 4.5% when losses
generated in the blade rows are considered. The discrepancy of 0.5% can be accounted
for by the numerical dissipation in gaps between blade rows and the blade rows
themselves. The deterioration is found to be 5.2% when the former is taken into account,
the latter has not been considered.
Thesis Supervisors: Yifang Gong, Research Engineer
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Choon S. Tan, Senior Research Engineer
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION
1.1 Technical Background
The availability of computer resources and advancements in CFD algorithms has enabled
the computations of three-dimensional flow in turbomachinery flow paths. Applications
include the design and analysis of turbomachinery components (compressors and turbines)
[3,4]. More recently there has been increasing use of CFD as a research tool (e.g. Ref.
[9]). However, because of the challenges posed by the flow environments associated with
multistage turbomachines, various degrees of physical approximations have been
developed to enable the computation of such flows. These range from use of the
streamline curvature method [7,17] and matrix throughflow analysis [24] to three-
dimensional Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes analysis that uses mixing plane
approximation between blade rows to enable multistage computations [6,8,10]. More
recently there have been attempts to compute 3-dimensional unsteady viscous flow in the
multi-blade rows environment but these are mostly confined to feasibility demonstrations
or the generation of flow fields to answer specific research questions [26]. The level of
physical approximation one should adopt depends on the technical problem being
addressed [13].
There has been a drive toward developing a framework for compressor design and
analysis that takes advantage of modem CFD and the ability to model blade-passage flow
processes that would have been computationally demanding if computed within the
multi-blade-row environment. Ideally such a framework should have the capability of
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generating the performance map including the operability limit. Such a capability would
represent an improvement over the streamline curvature method, whose physical and
engineering adequacy is dependent on empirical models for loss generation [1,17].
The framework for this work is based on the fact that the action of a blade row brings
about pressure rise, flow turning and energy exchanges, and that these effects can also be
brought about by replacing the blade row with a body force field. The resulting governing
equations are a set of flow equations (Euler or Navier-Stokes) with the addition of body
force terms that appear as source terms to the flow equations. The requirements for the
body force representation of a blade row are:
1. It must satisfy conservation of mass, momentum and energy
2. There must be correct dependence on geometry
3. It must reproduce the overall pressure rise and turning angle
4. It must respond locally to unsteady three-dimensional flow variations
The concept of using body force distribution to represent a blade row is not new. It has
been previously used by Marble [23], Smith [25], Horlock and Marsh [18] and
Adamczyk [2]. The present work is an extension of the recent uses of the body force
representation by Gong [13] and Choi [5]. Marble [23] developed an axisymmetric body
force model for throughflow computations in blade rows. This body force can be viewed
as the distribution of the force applied by the blade on the flow, and can be decomposed
into a normal pressure force and a tangential shear force. Smith [25] derived an equation
that described the radial variation of circumferential-average flow properties inside a
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blade row. The equation contains terms associated with physical effects such as
centripetal acceleration, meridional streamline curvature, blockage gradient and
isentropic density change. Horlock and Marsh [18] showed, by averaging the two-
dimensional differential form of the continuity and momentum equations across a blade
passage, that two-dimensional blade rows in steady inviscid flow can be replaced by
distributed body forces. Adamczyk [2] showed by applying three averaging operators on
the three-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations that unsteadiness resulting from
a multi-blade row environment can be captured by a steady computation using distributed
body forces, heat sources and deterministic stresses. The model elements are obtained by
the application of a closure model, in the same way as a turbulence model is used to
obtain Reynolds stresses in a turbulent flow computation.
Gong [13] developed a computational model using body forces for determining the
response of multistage compressors to inlet distortion, and for simulating the inception
and development of rotating stall in axial compressors. The model involves representing
each blade row with a continuously distributed body force field which produces the
effects of pressure rise and flow turning of the blade row. The body forces are determined
from experimental data. The representation is similar to using an infinite number of
blades, with locally axisymmetric flow in each infinitesimal blade passage. The flow
fields between any two blade passages can be different, thus allowing a circumferentially
non-uniform flow field to be represented by an infinite number of axisymmetric flow
fields. Such a compressor model is suitable for assessing the response of compressors to
circumferential flow non-uniformity with length scales larger than a blade pitch. The
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model has been demonstrated in the capturing of experimentally observed flow
phenomena, such as the development of rotating stall via short wavelength disturbances
and the switch from long to short wavelength stall inception resulting from the
restaggering of inlet guide vanes.
In an application for compressor map generation, Choi [5] formulated and implemented a
computational methodology that extracts body forces from CFD data, rather than from
experimental data. The method proposes that each blade row of a multistage compressor
be taken in isolation for Navier-Stokes computations over a range of operating points. A
body force database is thus generated for each blade row. Upon assembling the individual
databases together, the body force representation for the multistage compressor is
obtained. The response of a compressor to off-design or distorted inlet flow is then
computed with the body force databases embedded as source terms in the Euler equations.
The methodology has been implemented to compute the performance characteristics and
the response under radial flow distortion of an isolated transonic rotor.
While Choi [5] demonstrated the extraction of the body force representation on a rigorous
basis from Navier-Stokes data, for the situation of multi-stage compressor with a large
number of blade rows (e.g. the 1 1-stage compressor investigated in this work has 23
blade rows), the method requires a large number of Navier-Stokes computations to
generate the body force representation. Streamline curvature methods, on the other hand,
are more effective and when incorporated with adequate correlations, provide an analysis
tool for multistage compressors. In this work, the extraction of the body force
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representation from streamline curvature data is proposed. The method is implemented on
an 11-stage compressor, and its consistency is demonstrated by reproducing an operating
point in steady-state axisymmetric flow. In principle, the body force representation can be
applied, in conjunction with a model which enables body forces to respond to local flow
conditions, for inlet distortion computations. This was the original intended goal but it
has not been implemented in this thesis. Instead, in the computations of compressor
response to inlet distortion, the body force formulation of Gong [13] for determining
body forces from local flow properties is used. The formulation is simple and has
previously demonstrated its adequacy in reproducing the performance characteristics of
cascades [21] and single-stage compressors [13]. As such, it is to be noted that one
cannot make a statement on the utility of streamline curvature solution for establishing
the body force representation of blade rows for use in assessing compressor response to
inlet distortion.
1.2 Technical Objectives
The specific technical objectives are to:
1. Assess the utility of the blade-row-by-blade-row body force representation based on
streamline curvature data of a multistage compressor with the intent of using it to
assess the compressor response to inlet distortion.
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2. Determine the evolution of a 1800 circumferential inlet distortion in an 11-stage
compressor and the associated flow field development based on a body force
formulation developed by Gong [13] 1.
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
The following are the main contribution of the thesis:
" The use of streamline curvature data to derive the blade-row-by-blade-row body force
representation of a multistage compressor. This is more efficient as compared to the
use of Navier-Stokes results and can, in principle, be used to determine the
compressor response to inlet distortion. However, the latter has not been implemented
in this thesis.
* The use of the body force formulation of Gong [13] to compute, for an 11-stage
compressor, (1) performance and flow field under clean inlet conditions and (2) the
response to inlet distortion at the same corrected mass flow. For (1), the computed
total pressure ratio and efficiency (using total pressure and total temperature ratios)
are 14.22 and 76.9% respectively. For (2), these are 10.35 and 71.8% respectively,
representing a decrement in efficiency of 5 % over that of (1). By calculating
efficiency using the losses generated in blade rows by the body forces, the decrement
is found to be 4.5%. The discrepancy of 0.5% can be accounted for by numerical
1 The original intent was to use the body force representation of objective (1) together with a model for
computing their response to unsteady variations in the flow field to compute compressor response to inlet
distortion. This has not been done. The formulation mentioned here is not associated with the body force
representation extracted from the streamline curvature solution. It is one that has previously demonstrated
its adequacy in reproducing performance characteristics of cascades and single-stage compressors. Further
details in Section 2.6.
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dissipation in the gaps between blade rows and the blade rows themselves. The latter
has not been taken into account.
1.4 Thesis Organization
Following this introduction, Chapter 2 presents the technical approach adopted in this
work. This includes a discussion of key aspects of the body force representation. This is
followed by a description of the implementation for axisymmetric and inlet distortion
computations on an l l-stage compressor. Chapter 3 presents the results from
axisymmetric computations and assesses the applicability of the blade-row-by-blade-row
body force representation extracted from streamline curvature data. Chapter 4 presents
the results from inlet distortion computations using the body force formulation of Gong
[13] and analyzes the flow field for consistency. Chapter 5 presents a summary and states
the conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2: TECHNICAL APPROACH AND
METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the framework for the use of body forces to represent blade row
effects. This is followed by a presentation of the implementation of the methodology for
computing the axisymmetric flow field and the response of an 1 1-stage compressor to
inlet distortion.
2.1 Governing Equations
Within a blade row, by integrating the unsteady, three-dimensional, compressible Navier-
Stokes equations in the circumferential direction, a system of unsteady two-dimensional
equations in the x-r plane is obtained. The detailed derivation of the equations is
presented in Appendix A. These equations contain terms which can be shown, as
described in Appendix A, to be "body forces". The resulting equations incorporating
body forces are given by
+(bU)+ (bH,nv)b5+F (2.1)
at ax ar
where the overbar represents a circumferentially averaged property, and
rp rpV rpVr 0 0
r p i, r~pi,2 + -),0 frjpY, r(VV, rpY Vx Vr 0 +f,
Ur pVem -~V~V S~VV ,ST VoVr F rjpf0
r pe rpe,+ r( per + p) 0 r ifr
f is the body force per unit mass with componentsfx,fo andfr; and b is a blockage factor
defined as the ratio of the angular pitch at a general point (x,r) to that at the leading edge.
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Its value corresponds to 1 for blades with zero thickness and to some value less than 1
when blades of finite thickness are present.
Eq. (2.1) shows that the action of a blade-row on the flow may be represented by an
axisymmetric flow field in pitchwise-averaged flow properties and an appropriately
derived distributed body force f(x, r). Physically, this is equivalent to using an infinite
number of blades, with the flow being axisymmetric in each infinitesimal blade passage.
As described in Section 1.1, such a representation is adequate for assessing the response
of a blade row or compressor to circumferential flow non-uniformity with length scale
larger than a blade pitch.
In this work, Eq. (2.1) is solved numerically using the CFD code UnsComp [13] which
couples the compressor with a plenum and throttle, consistent with the compression
system model of Greitzer [14,15]. The equations are discretized spatially and, using zero
flow and zero compressor speed conditions as the initial condition, are marched in time
using the five-step Runge-Kutta time-marching scheme of Jameson et al [20]. The
imposed boundary conditions are total pressure, total temperature and flow angles at the
upstream boundary, as well as throttle setting.
2.2 Advantages and Limitations for the Use of Body Forces
The main advantage of the body force representation is the description of flow variation
with length scales larger than a blade pitch at far less computational expense than a full
three-dimensional computation of flow in blade row with individual discrete blade
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passages. This renders computationally feasible such tasks as simulating the evolution of
a stall cell and compressor response to inlet distortion. The condition on length scale also
presents a limitation in that it cannot be used to investigate the role of blade passage
events on the onset of compressor instability.
As shown in the derivation in Appendix A, an assumption had to be made before Eq.
(2.1) could be obtained from the pitchwise-averaged Navier-Stokes equations. The
assumption is that the blades are thin, and that the slopes of the pressure and suction
surfaces are approximately equal. This assumption does not hold at the leading and
trailing edges.
2.3 Procedure for Computing the Body Forces
To illustrate the steps involved in the determination of body forces, an example is
described in this section which involves computation of the forces from a three-
dimensional steady-state flow field (for instance, this can be the result of a three-
dimensional Navier-Stokes calculation)
* Construct the three-dimensional distribution of the flux variables F,,,, H,,, and the
source term S
* Perform averaging in the pitch-wise direction to obtain the averaged flux quantities
Finv Hn, and S
e Mesh the axisymmetric flow field with 2-dimensional finite volume cells
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* Integrate Eq. (2.1) numerically without the time derivative term (this example
involves steady-state conditions) over each finite volume cell. The body forces are
thus obtained numerically at discrete points in the flow field
The first two points involve simplifying a three-dimensional flow field within a blade
row into an axisymmetric flow.
2.4 Description of the 11-stage Axial Compressor
In this work, the body force representation is applied for axisymmetric and inlet
distortion computations on an 11-stage axial compressor which is representative of
current design. This comprises an IGV followed by 11 stages, leading to 23 blade rows in
total. The configuration is shown in Fig. 2.1. The procedure for implementation of the
body force representation is presented in Sections 2.5 and 2.6.
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Fig. 2.1 Configuration of 11-stage Axial Compressor
2.5 Implementation of Methodology for Axisymmetric Computations
This section presents the procedure involved in implementing the blade-row-by-blade-
row body force representation for computing the axisymmetric flow field and hence the
performance of the 11-stage axial compressor (details given in previous section).
Streamline curvature [7] results were made available and these provided knowledge of
the flow properties (p, p etc.) and blockage at discrete points along the leading and
trailing edges of each blade row. The operating point is defined by
Corrected mass flow = 57.08 kg/s
Corrected speed = 8082 rpm
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Total Pressure Ratio = 10.94
Fig. 2.2 Control Volume with Body Force
Fig. 2.2 shows a typical blade row with points 1, 2, 3 and 4 being points along the leading
and trailing edges. The flow properties and blockage at these points are known from
streamline curvature data. These points form a control volume which is acted upon by a
total body force F . By numerical integration of Eq. (2.1), F can be determined. The
detailed procedure for this is presented in Appendix B.
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Mesh in x-r plane
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Fig. 2.3 Mesh for the 11-stage Compressor (342x80x 12)
The flow domain is then meshed with a 342x80x12 grid as shown in Fig. 2.3. Only the
mesh in the x-r plane (as shown in the top half of Fig. 2.3) is used in subsequent CFD
calculations. Each control volume extending from the leading to trailing edge of a blade
row, as typified by the quadrilateral 1234 in Fig. 2.2, now contains a number of
computational cells along its axial length. The distribution of the force F among these
cells is such that it meets the condition that the summation of the forces assigned to the
cells equals the total force F. The "hat" function is chosen here for simplicity and for the
avoidance of computational difficulty. The cells are assigned forces which rise linearly
from a small value at the leading edge to a peak value in the middle region, and then fall
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linearly to a small value at the trailing edge. Such a distribution is chosen to avoid abrupt
changes which can result in Gibbs phenomena, leading to numerical difficulty.
With the body forces known, Eq. (2.1) is solved numerically on this mesh using a CFD
code (UnsComp, described in Section 2.1) to obtain the flow field at the same corrected
mass flow and corrected speed as the streamline curvature data. Boundary conditions are
imposed such that the computations converge at the same corrected mass flow and
corrected speed as the streamline curvature data. These are total pressure, total
temperature and flow angles at the upstream boundary, as well as throttle setting. The
utility of using body forces to represent blade row effects would be assessed by
comparison of the computed results with streamline curvature data. The results and
discussion are presented in Chapter 3.
2.6 Implementation of Methodology for Computing Compressor Response to Inlet
Distortion
For the case of inlet distortion, a total pressure distortion is imposed at the upstream
boundary. The low and high total pressure regions each occupy a circumferential extent
P - P
of 1800 and the distortion is defined by t,high ,0low = 0.49. The flow field and total
- pU 2
2
pressure ratio are computed at a corrected mass flow of 53.94 kg/s. To determine the
effects of inlet distortion on the performance of the compressor, the total pressure ratio
for an axisymmetric flow at the same corrected mass flow is computed. For both
axisymmetric flow and inlet distortion, the transient phase of the computations require
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the body forces to vary transiently in response to a time-varying flow field. The body
force formulation of Gong [13] is used in this work to calculate body forces from
knowledge of local flow conditions.
The local blade force comprises of 2 components, , which is normal to the blade and
P which is parallel to the blade. F, is considered to be due to the pressure loading and
F, the viscous shear. It can be shown that these force components depend on local flow
properties. The relationship can be expressed as
F, = -Kn (A, M, Re)' ' n (2.
h
V -V
F, = -K,(AP, M, Re) 'r'h '' $
2)
(2.3)
Kn and K, are coefficients which, in general, depend on local deviation angle AP, Mach
number Mand Reynolds number Re. Vre, is the relative velocity vector. i and ( are unit
vectors parallel and normal to the blade surface respectively. n and p are unit vectors
normal and parallel to V, respectively.
In this work, Kn and K, are assumed constant and are determined from
Kn = 4.2 - 2c (2.4)
K, = 0.04 (2.5)
The use of Eqns. (2.4) and (2.5) is motivated by their simplicity and ability to reproduce
loss and deviation trends in cascades [13,21]. A more rigorous approach would be to
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calculate local values of Kn and K, using the body force representation extracted from
streamline curvature data and Eqns. (2.2) and (2.3). This was not carried out. The results
and discussion of the compressor response to inlet distortion based on the formulation
described by Eqns. (2.2) to (2.5) are presented in Chapter 4.
2.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter has presented the overall conceptual framework for the methodology for
computing the performance of an 11-stage compressor in axisymmetric flow and its
response to inlet distortion with a circumferential sector of 1800 and the advantages and
applicability of such an approach. The steps involved in implementing the methodology
for computing the performance of the 11 -stage compressor with axisymmetric upstream
flow and inlet distortion are presented.
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CHAPTER 3: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR
AXISYMMETRIC COMPUTATIONS
This chapter presents computed results obtained from the implementation of the body
force representation as described in Section 2.5. To assess the adequacy of the blade-row-
by-blade-row body force representation as implemented here, comparisons between the
computations and the reference streamline curvature data are made for overall
performance, stage performance and radial flow profiles.
3.1 Computed Results and Comparison with Streamline Curvature Data
In subsequent sections, results from UnsComp are presented and compared with
streamline curvature data. Overall performance is first discussed, followed by stage
performance and finally, radial profiles of various flow properties at a selected axial
location are examined.
3.1.1 Overall Performance
For overall performance, the operating point obtained by UnsComp is shown in Table 3.1
along with the reference streamline curvature data.
Table 3.1 Compressor Overall Performance
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Reference UnsComp
Corrected Mass Flow (kg/s) 57.08 57.12
Corrected Speed (rpm) 8082 8082
Total Pressure Ratio 10.94 10.69
The total pressure ratio for the whole compressor as obtained by UnsComp represents an
error of 2.3% as compared to the streamline curvature data. The overall performance is
thus seen to be adequately reproduced by UnsComp.
3.1.2 Stage Performance
The total pressure ratio for each stage is presented in Table 3.2 which compares the total
pressure ratio calculated by UnsComp with streamline curvature data. The stage pressure
ratios are plotted in Fig. 3.1 and indicate that, although the body force representation is
actually an approximation to the pitchwise-averaged Navier-Stokes equations (Section
2.2), the agreement is within 3% of the reference streamline curvature data.
Stage Reference UnsComp % Error
1 1.54 1.50 -2.74
2 1.26 1.25 -1.12
3 1.28 1.27 -1.02
4 1.29 1.28 -0.82
5 1.22 1.21 -0.80
6 1.22 1.22 -0.01
7 1.21 1.22 0.72
8 1.20 1.22 1.33
9 1.19 1.20 0.79
10 1.17 1.17 0.27
11 1.14 1.15 0.95
Table 3.2 Compressor Stage Performance
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Fig. 3.1 Graph of Compressor Stage Performance
3.1.3 Radial Flow Profiles
In this section, radial flow profiles from UnsComp calculations are compared with
corresponding streamline curvature data. The goal here is to assess the capability of the
body force representation to compute detailed distributions of flow properties within the
flow passage.
The radial profiles for the rotor R15 (shown in Fig. 3.2) serve as an example to illustrate
that the two sets of data will not be in exact agreement. Increase in total pressure is
P -P c(T
defined as TE ,LE and increase in total temperature as p t,TE 2TLE where the
1 U2 u2
- pU 2
2
subscripts TE and LE denote trailing edge and leading edge values respectively.
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r* is a non-dimensional radial coordinate defined by
r* r -rh
r -rh
The subscripts h and t denote hub and tip respectively. The symbols 'o' and 'x' denote
reference streamline curvature and UnsComp values respectively.
Radial Profiles for R1 5
1 1
S0.5 0.5
8.4 0.6 0.8 8.2 0.3 0.4
Increase in Total Pressure Increase in Total Temperature
1
~.0.5
00 20 40 60
Flow Turning
Fig. 3.2 Radial Profiles for R15 Showing that the Computed Data Does Not Exactly
Agree with Streamline Curvature Data
It can be seen that while the radial profiles of the 2 sets of data do not match, the overall
total pressure ratio of the whole compressor as presented in Section 3.1 is in agreement
with the value from streamline curvature data (error of only 2.3%). This is due to the fact
that the calculation for overall total pressure ratio is set by the integrated value of body
force of the whole compressor.
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3.2 Chapter Summary
The blade-row-by-blade-row body force representation of the 11-stage compressor has
been extracted from streamline curvature data and incorporated in UnsComp
computations. The end results are found to be in accord with the streamline curvature
results. Therefore, the implementation in UnsComp is shown to be consistent with the
streamline curvature data.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR INLET
DISTORTION COMPUTATIONS
In this section, results for the calculation of the 11-stage compressor under
circumferential inlet distortion are presented. The technical procedure has been presented
previously in Section 2.8. The flow field is analyzed for self consistency as a means for
assessing the applicability of the body force representation to determine the compressor
response to inlet distortion. It is to be reminded that the body force representation of the
blade rows in the 11-stage compressor is based on the formulation of Gong [13] (also see
Eqns. (2.2) to (2.5)) and not that which was extracted from the streamline curvature data.
The reasons behind this are given in Section 1.1.
The analysis begins with the observation of deterioration, as compared to axisymmetric
flow, in overall total pressure ratio and efficiency under distorted inlet flow (Section
4.1.1). Closer examination of the total pressure ratio and efficiency of the individual
stages shows that this deterioration is due largely to the last 2 stages (Section 4.1.2). The
particularly severe deterioration in total pressure ratio in these stages is associated with
the manner in which the distortion travels from the far upstream boundary to the IGV
inlet (Section 4.3) and then through the 11 stages (Section 4.4). These points will be
elaborated upon in the following sections.
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4.1 Results for Compressor Performance
4.1.1 Overall Performance
For the same corrected mass flow, the total pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency of the
whole compressor for each inlet condition is tabulated in Table 4.1.
Inlet Corrected Mass Total Adiabatic
Condition Flow (kg/s) Pressure Efficiency
Ratio
Axisymmetric 53.94 14.22 76.9
Distorted 53.94 10.35 71.8
Table 4.1 Compressor Performance for Axisymmetric and Distorted Inlet Flow
The compressor experiences a deterioration in total pressure ratio and efficiency as a
result of inlet distortion. It will be shown in subsequent sections that the deterioration is
associated with the behavior of a static pressure distortion which is eliminated over the
last 2 stages.
The efficiency data in Table 4.1 is computed using total pressure and total temperature
ratios. To assess the consistency of the computed efficiencies, these are calculated by
using another approach that involves the losses generated by the body force
representation and the increase in entropy across gaps between blade rows.
As losses can be quantified by increase in entropy, it is useful to relate the efficiency of a
compressor to the increase in entropy according to the following equation
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Z r-1/r -l
r1= (4.1)
where ir is the total pressure ratio of the compressor.
In the body force representation, losses are generated in blade rows through the
dissipative work term FP -f,,1 where FP is the force component in the direction of the
relative velocity Vel [13,23]. This can be used to calculate the entropy increase due to the
23 blade rows. The rate of entropy generation for each blade row is calculated by a
summation over the finite volume cells and is given by
$ - e F, -V'
cells T
(4.2)
The change in entropy per unit mass across the blade row, ASb, is determined from an
entropy balance.
(4.3)Asb =! "b-tb.
The total change in entropy of the 23 blade rows is given by
(4.4)
blade
rows
For gaps between blade rows, the entropy increase across each gap is determined from
Asg = c, lnrg - R lng (4.5)
where rg and x, are static temperature and static pressure ratios across the gap
respectively. The total change in entropy of the 22 gaps is given by
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Asg, = I Asg (4.6)
gaps
To separate the effects of blade rows and gaps on efficiency, the efficiency is first
calculated from Eq. (4.1) using As = ASN (blade rows only) and then using
As = As, + ASg, (blade rows and gaps). The results for each inlet condition are tabulated
in Table 4.2
Inlet Tj (Blade Rows 71 (Blade Rows Ai Due to
Condition Only) and Gaps) Gaps
Clean 78.2% 76.6% 1.6%
Distorted 73.7% 71.4% 2.3%
Table 4.2 Adiabatic Efficiency Calculated from Losses in Blade Rows and Gaps
The data of Table 4.2 demonstrates that the effects of gaps can be significant in a
compressor with a large number of gaps (22 in the case of the 11-stage compressor) in
which numerical dissipations occur. The larger decrement in calculated efficiency of
2.3% for distorted flow (as shown in the far right column of Table 4.2) as compared to
1.6% for clean flow could be due to numerical dissipation in the circumferential direction.
The contribution from numerical dissipation in principle can be quantified through
implementation of additional calculations with varying degrees of grid resolution and
through extrapolation of the computed results. However, this has not been done here.
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Another source of loss is the numerical dissipation within the blade rows. This has not
been accounted for here. Hence it cannot be concluded that the computed efficiencies are
self consistent.
The calculated distribution of entropy rise across the stages for clean and distorted inlet
flow conditions is shown in Figs. 4.1(a) and (b) respectively. Entropy rise is defined non-
T As
dimensionally as 2 . It is observed that for rotors, losses are highest for the first and
u,
last stages. For stators, losses are highest for the first stage. The entropy rise across gaps
is highest at the last stage.
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Fig. 4.1 Distribution of Entropy Rise Across the Stages for (a) Clean Inlet Flow
(b) Distorted Inlet Flow
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4.1.2 Stage Performance
For distorted flow, the deterioration in total pressure ratio over the clean flow condition is
calculated in each of the 11 stages and presented in Fig. 4.2. This deterioration is defined
by the ratio clean distortedwhere er,, and *di,,,,,,d are stage total pressure ratios for
arve I
the clean and distorted inlet conditions respectively. ave is the average stage total
pressure ratio for the 11 stages. The deterioration can be seen to be particularly severe in
the last 2 stages.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Stage
7 8 9 10 11 12
Fig. 4.2 Deterioration in Stage Total Pressure Ratio
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The percentage decrease in efficiency, defined as riclean - qdistorted x 100%, for each
qclean
stage is shown in Fig. 4.3. The deterioration in efficiency is found to be most severe also
in the last 2 stages.
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Fig. 4.3 Deterioration in Efficiency
It can be seen from the data of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 that, although the same computational
model (Eqns. (2.2) to (2.5)) is used in all the stages to compute the body forces from local
flow conditions, inlet distortion produces varying degrees of performance deterioration
among the stages. Certain stages are found to be insensitive to inlet distortion as
compared to other stages (for example, from Figs. 4.2 and 4.3, the first 3 stages are
insensitive to inlet distortion as compared to the last 2 stages). This suggests,
hypothetically, that it may be possible to design a compressor that is insensitive to inlet
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distortion by modifying Eqns. (2.2) to (2.5) (which already produce robustness for certain
stages) to produce robustness for each stage. The resulting body force representation can
then be used to determine the blade geometry of a compressor whose performance does
not deteriorate significantly with inlet distortion.
The particularly severe deterioration in performance in the last two stages is associated
with the formation of a static pressure distortion at the IGV inlet (Section 4.3), its
amplification through the first 9 stages (Section 4.4.1) and its abrupt elimination through
the final 2 stages (Section 4.4.2). These will be described in the following sections as part
of an analysis of the computed flow field. The physical consistency of the computed flow
field will also be assessed as a means of demonstrating the utility of the body force
representation for inlet distortion computations.
4.2 Static Pressure at Compressor Outlet
The static pressure at the compressor outlet has an important effect on the manner in
which the inlet distortion propagates from the upstream boundary and through the
compressor. In the absence of coupling with nozzles or diffusers, this is expected to be
circumferentially uniform [16,19,22].
The computed mid-radius static pressure (defined as PiPrf where Prf is reference
pressure, selected to be the total pressure at the upstream boundary. Plots of static
pressure will use this definition hereon) at the compressor exit is shown in Fig. 4.4 and is
examined for consistency with the condition of circumferential uniformity before
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beginning an analysis of the propagation of the distortion. This can be seen to be uniform
circumferentially and is consistent with the expected result, with the implication that
further examination of the computed flow field can be proceeded with.
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Fig. 4.4 Computed Mid-radius Static Pressure at Compressor Exit
4.3 Distortion Behavior from Upstream Boundary to IGV Inlet
Two essential phenomena will be analyzed for consistency in this section. The first
phenomena is the formation of a static pressure distortion at the IGV inlet. This gives rise
to changes in the velocity distortion and the circumferential extent of the low total
pressure section of the distortion, as well as an induced swirl. The second one is the
asymmetric character of the velocity distortion at the IGV inlet. This asymmetric
distribution is discussed in terms of the momentum transport effects of rotors [19].
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4.3.1 Formation of Static Pressure Distortion at IGV Inlet
The change in circumferential extent of the low total pressure section can be explained by
first considering the result presented previously in Section 4.2, that static pressure is
uniform at the compressor exit. Also, in compressors, the variation of static pressure rise
AP
y (defined as Il" ) with flow coefficient < follows a decreasing trend as shown in Fig.
- pU 22
4.5.
Fig. 4.5 Variation of Pressure Rise with Flow Coefficient
The region of lower flow in the distortion corresponds to higher loading, and hence static
pressure there is reduced as the inlet distortion travels from the upstream boundary
(where static pressure is circumferentially uniform) to the IGV inlet, leading to a static
pressure distortion at the IGV inlet. The reduction in static pressure also leads to an
increase in velocity (conversely, the static pressure and velocity in the high total pressure
region are increased and decreased respectively), leading to an attenuation of the velocity
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distortion at the IGV inlet. By continuity and knowing that total pressure is convected
with streamlines, the circumferential extent of the low total pressure region is expected to
be reduced as it travels towards the IGV inlet, giving rise to an induced swirl.
The computed flow field is examined for consistency with the expected flow features.
The computed mid-radius static pressure at the IGV inlet as shown in Fig. 4.6 indicates
that a static pressure distortion does indeed form at the IGV inlet. The computations also
reveal the associated attenuation in the velocity distortion as shown in Fig. 4.7 which are
plots of the mid-radius flow coefficient at the upstream boundary (Fig. 4.7(a)) and IGV
inlet (Fig. 4.7(b)). The computed mid-radius total pressures (defined as Pt/P,.g where Pf
is reference pressure, selected to be the total pressure at the upstream boundary) at the
upstream boundary and the IGV inlet show consistency with the expected reduction in
circumferential extent of the low total pressure region, as indicated in Fig. 4.8. Finally,
the existence of an induced swirl can be seen from the plot of mid-radius flow angles at
the IGV inlet, as shown in Fig. 4.9.
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Fig. 4.6 Static Pressure Distortion at the Mid-radius of the IGV Inlet
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Fig. 4.7 Mid-radius Velocity Distributions at (a) Upstream Boundary and (b) IGV Inlet,
Showing Attenuation of the Velocity Distortion at the IGV Inlet
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Fig. 4.8 Total Pressure at Mid-Radius of the IGV Inlet, Showing Reduction of
Circumferential Extent of Low Total Pressure Region from Upstream Boundary to
IGV Inlet
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Fig. 4.9 Flow Angles at IGV Inlet, Showing Induced Swirl
4.3.2 Asymmetric Character of the Velocity Distortion at the IGV Inlet
To further analyze the physical consistency of the computed flow field, the asymmetric
nature of the velocity distortion as shown in Fig. 4.7(b) is examined. The factor that is
taken into consideration is the transport of momentum brought about by rotor rotation.
This effect has been incorporated in the actuator disk model of Hynes and Greitzer [19]
and is responsible for the shift in the minimum peak of the velocity distortion in their
computations. For the present computations, the trend of the computed asymmetric
velocity distortion agrees with that of Hynes and Greitzer [19], with the minimum peak
shifted in the same direction as that of Ref. [19], as shown in Fig. 4.7(b).
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To summarize, up to this point, the following have been analyzed for consistency:
* Adiabatic efficiency
e Circumferentially uniform static pressure at the compressor exit (Fig. 4.4)
e Formation of a static pressure distortion at the IGV inlet (Fig. 4.6). Associated with
this is the attenuation in the velocity distortion (Fig. 4.7), the reduction in
circumferential extent of the low total pressure region (Fig. 4.8) and the induced swirl
(Fig. 4.9)
" Asymmetric nature of the velocity distortion at the IGV inlet (Fig. 4.7(b))
4.4 Distortion Propagation Through Compressor Stages
Having established the occurrence of a static pressure distortion at the IGV inlet, this
section examines its propagation through the compressor stages. The manner in which the
propagation occurs will lead to an understanding as to why deterioration in total pressure
ratio is particularly significant in the last 2 stages as compared to the other stages (Fig.
4.1).
The key features of the propagation of the static pressure distortion are
" Amplification through the first 9 stages
* Strong attenuation within the last 2 stages, resulting in circumferentially uniform
variation at the compressor exit. It will be shown that this takes place in a manner
which results in severe deterioration in total pressure ratio.
These features are illustrated in Fig. 4.10 which shows the mid-radius static pressure
range at the inlet of each stage and will be further described in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
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Static pressure range is defined as "' "" at the mid-radius and is used here as a
2
measure of the severity of distortion.
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Fig. 4.10 Range of Static Pressure for Each Stage, with the Circled Region Showing
Strong Attenuation in Static Pressure Distortion Across the Last 2 Stages
4.4.1 Amplification of Static Pressure Distortion Through First 9 Stages
The amplification effect of the static pressure distortion is observed, from inspection of
data at various axial locations as shown in Fig. 4.11, to occur through the first 9 stages.
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Fig. 4.11 Amplification of Static Pressure Distortion, as Shown by Mid-radius Static
Pressure at (a)Stage 1 Inlet, (b)Stage 3 Inlet, (c) Stage 5 Outlet and (d)Stage 9 Outlet
4.4.2 Attenuation of Static Pressure Distortion Through Last 2 Stages
The static pressure distortion cannot be amplified throughout the compressor, but must be
attenuated at some stage since the condition of uniform static pressure at the compressor
exit must be satisfied. The attenuation is achieved in the last 2 stages, most noticeably in
the last stage (stage 11), as shown in Fig. 4.12 which shows the pressure distortion at
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mid-radius being abruptly eliminated, resulting in a uniform distribution at the
compressor exit (stage 11 outlet).
Closer examination of Fig. 4.12 shows that the elimination of the distortion involves
static pressure reduction in certain areas. The total pressure also falls in these areas, as
shown in Fig. 4.13 which plots P/Pef. Upon examining the mass-averaged total pressure
rise across each of the 11 stages as shown in Fig. 4.14, it is found that the mass-averaged
total pressure actually falls across stage 11, resulting in the severe deterioration in total
pressure ratio over the clean inlet condition, as observed previously in Fig. 4.1. It is
uncertain as to how the number of stages over which amplification or attenuation takes
place could be determined. Future work in this area is recommended.
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Fig. 4.12 Elimination of Static Pressure Distortion Across Stage 11, Showing Regions in
which Pressure is Reduced
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Fig. 4.13 Total Pressure at R15 Inlet and EGV Exit (Stage 11 Inlet and Outlet
Respectively), Showing Regions in which Total Pressure is Reduced
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4.5 Chapter Summary
Results for inlet distortion computations have been presented in this chapter. The
deterioration in performance has been predicted and is found to be particularly severe in
the last 2 stages. This is found through an analysis of the flow field to be associated with
the behavior of a static pressure distortion which forms at the IGV inlet, is amplified
through the first 9 stages and then abruptly eliminated through the last 2 stages.
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To demonstrate the utility of the body force representation for inlet distortion
computations, the performance and flow field are also analyzed for consistency. The
analysis is performed on the following:
" Adiabatic efficiency
* Circumferentially uniform static pressure at the compressor exit
e Formation of a static pressure distortion at the IGV inlet. Associated with this is the
attenuation in velocity distortion, the reduction in circumferential extent of the low
total pressure region and the induced swirl
* Asymmetric nature of the velocity distortion at the IGV inlet
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK
5.1 Summary
The thesis presents the formulation of a blade-row-by-blade-row body force
representation of an 1 1-stage compressor based on streamline curvature data. The
applicability of such a representation is assessed in axisymmetric flow computations. The
utility of using body forces to compute the response of a high-speed multistage
compressor to inlet distortion is also assessed. The computed performance and flow field
are analyzed for consistency.
In Chapter 1, that blade row effects of pressure rise, flow turning and energy exchanges
can be replaced by a body force field is presented. The method of deriving the blade-row-
by-blade-row body force representation of a multistage compressor from streamline
curvature data is proposed. This approach is rigorous and more computationally efficient
than using Navier-Stokes solver. The objectives are stated, and involve assessing the
applicability of such a body force representation.
Chapter 2 presents the governing equations for the body force representation and that this
is equivalent to the infinite number of blades model of a blade row. Such a model is
adequate for assessing compressor response to circumferential flow non-uniformity of
length scale larger than a blade pitch. The implementation of the methodology for
axisymmetric and inlet distortion computations on an 11-stage compressor is presented.
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In Chapter 3, through an analysis of results from axisymmetric computations, assessment
is made of the applicability of the body force representation extracted from streamline
curvature data. The total pressure ratio is found to be in 2.3% agreement with the
reference streamline curvature data.
In Chapter 4, the utility of the body force representation for computing compressor
response to inlet distortion is assessed. The performance and flow field are analyzed for
consistency. The following features are involved in the analysis:
e Adiabatic efficiency
e Circumferentially uniform static pressure at the compressor exit
* Formation of a static pressure distortion at the IGV inlet. Associated with this is the
attenuation in the velocity distortion, the reduction in circumferential extent of the
low total pressure region and the induced swirl
e Asymmetric nature of the velocity distortion at the IGV inlet
The particularly severe deterioration in performance in the last two stages is associated
with the formation of a static pressure distortion at the IGV inlet, its amplification
through the first 9 stages and its elimination through the final 2 stages.
5.2 Conclusions
The following conclusions have been deduced from the computational results:
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1. The blade-row-by-blade-row body force representation of a multistage compressor
can be derived from streamline curvature data at low computational expense
(advantageous over using Navier-Stokes data). However, the representation is limited
by the streamline curvature data's use of correlations to account for losses. The
representation has been analyzed for consistency but further application for
computing compressor response to inlet distortion has not been implemented.
2. The use of the body force formulation of Gong [13] to compute, for an 1 1-stage
compressor, (1) performance and flow field under clean inlet conditions and (2) the
response to inlet distortion at the same corrected mass flow, yields a decrement in
efficiency (using total pressure and total temperature ratios) of 5 % due to inlet
distortion. By considering losses generated within blade rows, the decrement is 4.5%.
The discrepancy of 0.5% can be accounted for by numerical dissipation in the gaps
between blade rows and the blade rows themselves. The latter has not been
considered.
5.3 Recommendations for Future Work
Two central issues pertaining to inlet distortion are:
1. Predicting the deteriorated performance and stall margin
2. Developing improved compressor designs or strategies to minimize the deterioration
in performance and stability.
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The following work would enable further insight on the behavior of multistage
compressors under inlet distortion to be gained, and could lead to design strategies for
engines which are insensitive to a wide variety of distortion profiles:
1. Developing an improved computational model for simulating compressor operation.
In this work, the model, as described in Section 2.6, for calculating the body force
coefficients K, and K, may not be adequately representative of the compressor. It is
recommended that these be obtained from the reference streamline curvature data or,
if available, experimental or Navier-Stokes results.
2. With an improved model, further investigations of compressor performance under
various types of inlet distortions could be performed. These would include total
pressure or total temperature distortions of various circumferential extents, or even
transient distortions.
3. Having hypothesized that it is possible to devise a body force model specifically for
each stage, such that the resulting compressor's performance is insensitive to inlet
distortion (as presented in Section 4.2), it would be fruitful to formulate techniques to
determine such a body force representation, and then use the representation to
determine the blade geometry.
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APPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF GOVERNING
EQUATIONS
In this appendix, the governing equations for through-flow calculations are derived.
These are essentially the Euler equations in terms of pitch-wise averaged quantities.
Blade row effects are represented by body forces, a technique previously used and
described in Refs. [2,7,18,23].
The general principle used in the derivation of the governing equations is that a general
3-dimensional flow field of an axial turbomachine can be reduced to an axisymmetric
flow field with body forces [18]. The method for deriving the equations is as follows.
Starting with the 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations, these are averaged in the
circumferential direction. The resulting equations thus obtained contain pitch-wise
averaged flow variables, as well as additional terms due to blade geometry and viscous
forces. These additional terms are re-expressed as body forces.
A.1 Derivation of Governing Equations
The 3-dimensional unsteady Navier-Stokes equations in cylindrical coordinates with no
heat generation are given by
aU aF aG. +H af 3F aG +H
+ '" + ' + '" = _ Sr + "'" + "'" + ' (A.1)
at ax 36 ar ax ao ar
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Define pitch-wise average of a quantity q as
d
where the integral is taken through a circular arc path which runs across the blade
passage as illustrated in Fig. A.1. A0= 62 - 01
Fig. A.1
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The Navier-Stokes equations as given by Eq. (A. 1) are integrated across a circular path,
as shown in Fig. A. 1, to obtain equations in the x-r meridional plane in terms of pitch-
wise averaged flow quantities (e.g. p, p etc.). Upon obtaining the pitchwise averaged
equations, body force terms which represent blade row effects are identified, and some
physical aspects of these forces can be deduced.
The integration of the Navier-Stokes equations, Eqn. (A. 1), will involve the integration of
x-derivative and r-derivative terms. An important relation that is used in the integration of
x-derivative terms in the Navier-Stokes equations is
2 aq da (A.2)
= 'XqA)+q - q 2
ax ax ax2
From Eqn. (A.2), it can be seen that the integration of an x-derivative term produces the
averaged quantity q. Quite importantly, additional terms which are dependent on blade
Ao1geometry ( and 2 ) and boundary values (q9, and q,, ) are also produced. The
reason for the presence of blade geometry terms is that the curvature of the blade surfaces
causes the limits of integration, 01 and 62, to change with x.
Similarly, integration of r-derivative terms in the Navier-Stokes equations follows the
relation
d2q A= 
-(qAO)
a r ar + qa ' g, 2 aar ar
Again, terms dependent on blade geometry and boundary values are present.
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(A.3)
An assumption is made with regard to neglecting other terms which emerge upon
integration. Suppose 2 flow quantities # and V along the path of integration can be
expressed as <D + #' and P + V/'(sum of mean and fluctuation terms), then
$W = <DT + $'W'
Terms involving products of fluctuations are assumed small.
Upon integration of the 3-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations given by Eq. (A.1), the
resulting equations have the following form:
a(bU) + + a(bH,,, = b5+ K, + K, + (bN, ) +(bHv,,) (A.4)
at ax ir ax ar
where b is a blockage factor, defined by
b =AO
AOO
A~b is the angular pitch at the inlet of the flow passage as illustrated in Fig. A.2.
A 0b
Fig. A.2 Definition of A6b
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Kin, and Kvis contain boundary values and geometric terms for the inviscid and viscous
fluxes respectively. U , F and H can be constructed from pitchwise averages of the
various flow quantities (e.g. ii, p etc.). For each of the conservation equations,
1 A [F
KV, - A I Fvis, 0
a02
3x
aJx
-Finv'01 a~ in)(Gv,0,
-F + G
- F 2 + (G~S
- G, 0, + H
) +
-8 H
a0 inv,01
HS ,0eDO1 - Hvse
Dr vs,-
Defining
ao 2  aOI
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A, 0)= ( DO a 2  (,) O ~
Dr ar
then Kinv and Kvis may be expressed as
Kn A= I
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-- G,, e,
C2= [A2 (Vr 0)+A2 (Ver 0.) +A 2 (Vjx1 )]
C = -r[A 3 (Vr rr)A 3 (VO'T r+A 3(VxT xr)
In Eq. (A.4), the last 4 terms on the right-hand side may be grouped together into a "body
force", such that the equation models a general 3-dimensional flow field in an axial
turbomachine as an axisymmetric flow field with body forces [18]. The equation with
body forces is written as
D(bU)+(b1)+(bI,,j 
=b5+F
at ax Dr
(A.7)
0
r pf,
where F= rffe
r pfr
r c(je
7is the body force per unit mass with components fx,fo andfr. V7 is the velocity vector.
A.2 Body Forces and their Physical Significance
Within the blade passage (except for the leading and trailing edges), -J- = - and
ax ax ax
-r ~ -_2 = as. Due to no-slip conditions, for a stator,
ar ar ar
A
0
D0
rA2 (P)-
ax
-A 2p
rA2 (P)o
ar
0
(A.8)
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S1O
AO0
0
ax ar
-rA2 (T.) )- + A 2 (TOO) rA2 (Tr, A
ax ar
-rA 2 (txr )-a+ A2(Ter OrA2(T, a
ax ar
0
(A.9)
For a rotor,
AO
K0,~
0
DO
rA2 (P)-
ax
- A2p
rA 2(P) a
[A2 ( r2(Uwheel P).
(A.10)
0
-rA 2(TxO)-+A 2(Tex)-rA2 (Tx)
ax ar
K - - rA 2 (T)-+ A 2 (Tee)- rA 2 (Tr) )- (A.11)
AOO ax ar
- rA2(Txr)- +A 2 (Te)- rA 2(T, -,
ax ar
A (UwheelT ) A 2 (Uheel TOO)+ A 3 (UwheelTre
where in Eqs. (A.10) and (A. 11), Uwheel is the wheel speed. From Eqs. (A.8) to (A. 11),
Kin, and Kvis for rotors differ from those for stators in the work input term.
Close examination of Eqs. (A.8) to (A. 11) would reveal that the momentum terms are
similar to the components of the pressure and viscous loading at a typical point on a blade,
as illustrated by the forces An and F,,, respectively in Fig. A.3.
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Fig. A.3 Pressure and Viscous Loading at a Typical Point
Defining in and i, as the pressure loading and viscous force per unit mass on a blade,
for stators, Eq. (A.8) can be written as
0
rpf1 nv~
rpf nve
rpf
0
(A.12)
where the components of N, are given by
fin,,x = A 2(p) 1 aopAO 0 ax
fiv,, = -A12P prAOo
1 30
fin,,2 = A2(P) I 3r
pAOe ar
(A.13)
(A.14)
(A.15)
Also for stators, Eq. (A.9) can be written as
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K,,, 
~
where the components of f, are given by
- prAO0
)-rA2 (rx )rA 2 (tx)-+ A2 2Tx
ax
f,,,, = -rA2(r,)---+ A2peeAO- 0 2 ,rprAOe ax
rA2 (xr ) + A 2(Ter
ax
)-rA2(Tr ) (A.19)
For rotors, Eq. (A. 10) can be written as
1Kn, 
~ O (A.20)
and Eq. (A. 11) as
AOV
(A.21)
with the force components also given by Eqs. (A. 13) to (A. 15) and Eqs. (A. 17) to (A. 19).
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0
rpf
rpf j,
rpfvi,,
0
(A.16)
(A.17)
f,,,,z = -I
prAOe
ar
(A.18)
0
rpfinv,x
rpf l 9
rpf v
rpfnVOUwhee
0
rpfv ,
rpf iS0
rpfvz
rpf,,,, Uwhee
From the preceding explanation, it can be seen that Kin, and Ki are terms which
represent blade force. The last 2 terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (A.4) represent
viscous forces in the x-r plane. Thus the physical meaning of the body force of Eq. (A.7)
is the summation of blade force and viscous force in the x-r plane.
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APPENDIX B : CALCULATION OF BODY FORCES FROM
STREAMLINE CURVATURE DATA
This appendix presents the detailed procedure for calculating body forces from streamline
curvature data. Fig. B. 1 shows a typical blade row for which flow properties and
blockage at discrete points along the leading and trailing edges have been determined
previously from streamline curvature computations [7]. Two such adjacent points 1 and 2
at the leading edge, together with corresponding points 3 and 4 on the trailing edge, are
taken to form a control volume F with a body force F.
1 3
2
r
Fig. B. 1 Control Volume with Body Force
F is determined using the procedure outlined in Section 2.5. This involves
numerical integration of the momentum equations in Eq. (2.1) over the control
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volume. Knowing that the flow field is steady, integration of Eq. (2.1) over F
produces
J(bT., )dr + f(bH ,, )dx = f(b5)dv + (rw (B.1)
or or r F
where F is the boundary of F. Each component of F is determined numerically by
(bT ,)Ar +
F = edges
I (bR7,)Ax - [bs(AF)]
edges
r AF
AF is the area of F, Ar and Ax are the radial and axial dimensions of the edges, and re is
the r-coordinate of the centroid of F. Edge values of blockage b, F>n and H.,n, are taken
to be simple averages of the corresponding nodal values.
The body force per unit mass f to be used in UnsComp is determined from
- 1
P a ve
(B.3)
where Pave is the average p5 of the four nodes of F.
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